
Hello Sir 

How are you sir??Hope all well.Sir, we all are missing u a lot..:( 

This is kanika and I want to thank u from the deep core of my heart…as I was one of the luckiest student 

who got the opportunity  to visit such a huge country USA….and it was such a thrilling experience and it 

was not possible without your efforts, our principal and of course our parents. 

          We were 14 students from our school and 2 other students from Jaipur and Ludhiana respectively  

who got a lifetime opportunity to visit NASA and Orlando as a part of our NASA Trek educational 

trip.Accompanied by our principal-Mrs Meetu Sharma and our group director -Mr Shrutidhara Arya. We 

stayed there for 11 days. It was a great exposure for all of us.We learnt about space shuttles,space 

suits,missions,space physiology,astrophysics etc.We also visited various museums and galleries at NASA 

like US Astronauts Hall Of Frame,Nature and Technology Museum,Early Space Exploration 

Museum,Rocket garden,etc. 

First three days, we went to see the Disney land..and we met with various cartoon characters and took 

various rides in which my most favorite ride was the deadliest and the fastest roller coaster-THE HULK.It 

was just an amazing experience.We also saw spider man 4D movie and harry potter 3D movie.It was just 

a mesmerized experience.  

Then we attended our NASA camp which was of 3 

days.On first day,we made our own ‘paper rockets’ 

and then we all launched them.And from our 

yellow group,two students were awarded with the 

newspaper of 1969 and it was a great achievement 

for our group.On the second day,we were divided 

in certain groups and we all have to make a strong 

bridge which can hold weight upto 4 ponds.And in 

our group the SOLAR FASCINATORS group won and 

were awarded. It was a matter of proud as I was one of the student of this group who had won.It was 

really a great moment for me. On the third day,the 

trip culminated with the graduation ceremony where 

certificates,T-shirts,medals were awarded to all. 

The other attraction of the trip were Washinton DC 

where we saw ‘The White House’;Niagara Falls and 

The New York city.  

Before leaving India some of us were a bit 

apprehensive about the trip but after coming back to 

India one can surely say that it was a great experience and exposure altogether with cherished 

memories throughout the life. 



Thanking  you, 

KANIKA MUNDHRA.. 


